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ABSTRACT

The new program system CASCADE-31D (Core Analysis & Safety Codes for Advanced Design
Evaluation) links some of Siemens advanced code packages for in-core fuel management and acci-
dent analysis: SAV95, PANBOX/COBRA and RELAP5. Consequently by using CASCADE-3D the
potential of modem fuel assemblies and in-core fuel management strategies can be much better util-
ized because safety margins which had been reduced due to conservative methods are now predicted
more accurately. By this innovative code system the customers can now take full advantage of the re-
cent progress in fuel assembly design and in-core fuel management.

INTRODUCTION

The tremendous progress made in computer hardware and software technology - demon-
strated e.g. by continuously increasing processing speeds - nowadays enables large code sys-
tems to be directly coupled. This permits the integration of different areas of analysis such as
reactor physics, thermal hydraulics and plant dynamics, with the overall aim of significantly
increasing simulation accuracy by eliminating conservatism at code interfaces.
The new program system CASCADE-3-D (Core Analysis & Safety Codes for Advanced De-
sign Evaluation) links some of Siemens advanced code packages for in-core fuel management
and accident analysis: SAV95, PANBOX/COBRA and RELAP5. Consequently by using
CASCADE-3D, the potential of modem fuel assemblies and in-core fuel management strate-
gies can be much better utilized because safety margins, which had been reduced due to con-
servative methods, are now predicted more accurately. In developing CASCADE-3D, the ex-
tension of the application range and the improvement of the prediction accuracy were of pri-
mary importance.

Some examples are:
- analysis of all types of PWRs
- description of MOX fuel assemblies with increased plutonium content
- improvement of the user interface
- consistency between in-core fuel management and accident analysis
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In this paper, we give an overview of the whole system (Figure 1), with emphasis on the new
features and components. We illustrate the capabilities of CASCADE-3D with typical valida-
tion and application results. The paper is dealing with (i) the in-core fuel management system
in general, (ii) the new automated loading pattern optimization code, and (iii) the accident
analysis code system.

PWR PWR J
Nuclear Core Design Safety Analysis .

SAV95 RIP/C

Standard Design RELAP5/
Procedure PANBOXlCoBRA

FOXS (CASMO)

PRISM/PRIMO PANBOX/COBRA
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Figure 1: The main components of the CASCADE-3D integrated code system

IN-CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT WITH SAV95

The code system SAV (German acronym Standard-Auslegungs-Verfahren: standard design
procedure) includes all the Siemens codes necessary for full scope in-core fuel management.
The newest version is called SAV95. The development of the SAV system always followed
the basic principle to implement state of the art physical and mathematical models. The deci-
sive breakthrough - with respect to efficiency and accuracy - was achieved with the introduc-
tion of advanced nodal methods to solve the multigroup diffusion equations. These nodal
methods nowadays represent the worldwide standard.

Main Components

Modern fuel assembly and core neutron-physics design require highly flexible, robust and re-
liable tools. The main components of SAV95 are the spectral code system FOXS, the reactor
code PRISM and the post-processing code PINPOW. These components interact in a robust
and efficient way thanks to the automated information transfer between the codes.

FOXS - with the standard lattice code CASM0 as central module - is a versatile tool for
neutronic fuel assembly (FA) design. The utilized basic cross section library is well suited for
tihe description of present and future uranium and MOX fuel assemblies. Main tasks of FOXS
are providing data for FA and reflectors to the reactor codes PRISM and PANBOX, as well as
describing repaired or reconstituted FAs. The provided data are essentially microscopic cross
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sections, assembly discontinuity factors and heterogeneous form functions; they result from
multigroup 2-dimensional transport calculations.
PRISM, the reactor code, is based on a fast running steady-state flux solver. This state-of-the-
art module combines the accuracy of advanced nodal methods with the efficiency gained by
the application of multi-level techniques and the use of vectorization capabilities. It handles
intra-nodal spatial variations of cross sections and uses discontinuity factors, which enables a
more accurate treatment of asymmetric FAs in one node per assembly representation.
Another important feature of PRISM is the continuous representation of the microscopic cross
sections, which covers all possible combinations of thermal-hydraulic parameters in stationary
reactor states. The standard nuclide chain consists of 16 heavy fuel nuclides, 3 burnable ab-
sorber nuclides and 5 fission product nuclides.
For an accurate and efficient determination of pinwise power, exposure, fluxes and detector
signals, the full 3-D interpolation and modulation scheme is directly integrated into the core
simulator.
Based on the 3-D pinwise solution provided by PRISM, the evaluation code PINPOW deter-
mines key safety parameters, such as local departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) and
pinwise waterside clad corrosion data. Additional central functionalities of PINPOW are the
generation of process computer data for various reactor types and the support of automated
report generation.
The consistency between in-core fuel management and accident analysis is achieved on the
one hand by using the same steady-state flux solver and pin reconstruction modules in both
reactor codes PRISM and PANBOX. On the other hand, both codes are directly provided by
the same input information in terms of cross section libraries, fuel assembly form functions as
well as reactor data, geometry and fuel particle number densities.

Validation

The validation of SAV95 is based essentially on the comparison of calculations with meas-
ured data coming from critical experiments, and with startup physics and core follow meas-
urements from commercial reactors. Benchmarking calculations complete the scope of vali-
dation.
We present in this paper two examples of validation results which illustrate the extended
range of applicability of our code system:

Parameter Measurement Calculation
HZP critical boron concentration [ppm] 2206 2198
ARO HZP moderator temperature coefficient [pcm/IF] -1.66 -1.98
Bank B worth [pcm] 1109 1135
Bank D worth [pcm] 1074 1069
Bank C worth [pcm] 948 925
Bank A worth [pcm] 244 222
Bank SC worth [pcm] 299 288
Bank SB worth [pcm] 996 1018
Bank SA worth [pcm] 842 830

Table 1: C/M Comparison for a Westinghouse reactor
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In the first example we compare calculation and measurement results for a typical Westing-
house reactor operated in long cycles for which the FA inventory is characterized by high ini-
tial U-235 enrichments - i.e. up to 4.95 w/o IJ-235 - and high numbers of Gd-poisoned fuel
rods - i.e. up to 24 rods per FA with up to 8 w/o Gd2O3 concentration. Table l illustrates the
prediction capability of SAV95: calculation and measurement results are compared for typical
startup physics test data.
Another example of the prediction capability of SAV95 is given for a typical Siemens reactor
in the frame of a recent measurement campaign at end-of-cycle. In Table 2, we report the dif-
ferences between measurement and calculation results for boron equivalents of control rod
(CR) worth.

Parameter Moderator temperature ['C] Meas.-Calc. [ppm B,,at]
CR worth for Nettobank *) 5 _ +6
CR worth for Nettobank *) 123 +27
CR worth for DI-bank sequence 53 +3

*) Nettobank=AR1 minus CR-Quartet _

Table 2: C/M Comparison for a Siemens reactor

The validation of the system also includes many comparisons of calculated and measured
pinwise power distributions from critical experiments (Babcock & Willcox, KRITZ facility
and Plutonium Recycle Critical Facility).

Application Range

The extended data base for the SAV95 validation leads to the following very wide range of
qualified application:

Fuel designs:
- UO2 fuel without and with burnable absorbers (Gd or B) of Siemens, Framatome, ABB,

CE and Westinghouse design
- MOX fuel of Siemens, Framatome, and Westinghouse design

Core designs:

- Siemens, Framatome, CE and Westinghouse core designs with core size ranging from 121
FA up to 217 FA and FA lattices ranging from 14x14 to 18x18 design

- Initial cores with boion glass absorber assemblies

Core loading strategies:

- out-in, part low leakage and full low leakage loading patterns (with and without Gd)
- 6 to 20 months cycle lengths
- U0 2 FA: U235 enrichments ranging up to 5.0 w/o U235
- MOX FA: Pu-fiss contents ranging up to 5.0 w/o Pu-fiss
- UO2/Gd FA: Gd concentrations up to 10 w/o Gd203
- Average fuel assembly bumups ranging up to 60 MWd/kg HM
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PRIMO: Evolutionary Algorithms to Optimize Loading Patterns

There has been a significant trend in recent years for light water reactor core designs to be-
come increasingly complex with more and more heterogeneity being introduced into the core.
The basic goal is to optimize core loading designs in terms of fuel cycle costs while observing
the growing number of complicated constraints on core operation and maintaining the re-
quired safety margins. Consequently there is an increased interest in automated fuel manage-
ment optimization methods and tools in the industry.

PRIMO - a new component of CASCADE.-3D - is a powerful tool for automated loading
patteni (LP) optimization [ 1]. This new code is based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) which
have proved to be robust optimization methods for complex engineering tasks. Rather than
searching from one solution to the next one, EA search from one generation of trial solutions
to another one, according to the well-known principle of the biological evolution - survival of
the fittest. By means of an appropriate coding of the decision variables, a LP on the engineer-
ing side corresponds to a chromnosome which defines an individual on the biology side. The
basic mechanisms of nnutation and selection can then be translated from biology to engineer-
ing to perform FA shuffling operations towards an optimized LP.
Loading patterns of good qualities correspond to individuals with a high fitness, a crucial is-
sue in the selection process. It is essential to have an appropriate mathematical representation
of the quality, according to the various optimization criteria and their associated constraints
given by the reload designer. A suitable definition of the quality, i.e. of the fitness, leads to the
convergence of the process towards an optimum. In PRIMO the optimization goals and con-
straints are gathered in an objective function. Criteria like BOC boron concentration, cycle
length, number of fresh FA and local power peaking factors can be combined in a weighted
form. Unacceptable LPs in terms of violated constraints are not merely rejected but assigned
with penalty terms added to the objective function.
The objective function parameters are calculated on the basis of standard core simulations
with the design code PRISM which is coupled to PRIMO in a modular way. This is a key
feature of the system with respect to the acceptance of the optimized solution. It represents a
decisive advantage against optimization methods using simplified models for the core cycle
simulations.
The PRISM calculations represent the most time consuming part of the whole optimization
process. Therefore reload expert knowledge in form of heuristic rules has been implemented
into the code to improve significantly the search speed of the EA. Moreover EA are particu-
larly suitable for parallel computing on workstation clusters and/or multiprocessor systems.
PRIMO is fully integrated in RELOGS, the standard SAV95 graphical user interface for re-
load optimization support. The required additional input preparation effort is negligible so that
PRIMO can be routinely started and comfortably combined with human optimization.

According to users' feedback the utilization of PRIMO improves the quality of the reload de-
sign procedure. Presently, the code is used either as raw optimizer, e.g. to explore different
kinds of reload strategy, or as fine optimizer, e.g. to optimize FA positions with regard to bur-
nup gradients. In other cases the PRIMO solutions stimulate new ideas and are used as inter-
mediate steps towards optimized LPs.
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POWERTRAXTM: On-line Core Monitoring System for PWR Cores

The CASCADE-3D code system links the Siemens on-line core monitoring system POWER-
TRAXT™ and the 3-D steady-state core simulator PRISM. This yields a consistent methodol-
ogy between nuclear core design and online core monitoring.
The POWERTRAXTM software package is a comprehensive advanced on-line power distribu-
tion monitoring and operations support system for PWRs. The system uses on-line plant com-
puter data as well as measured reaction rates obtained with the incore detector system to up-
date the 3-D neutronic core model PRISM which is used to perform the monitoring calcula-
tions and the operation support calculations. POWERTRAXrM uses a graphical menu driven
interface for performing the many calculations necessary to support reactor operations. Exam-
ples of these support calculations include processing flux trace files, performing the excore-to-
incore axial flux difference (AFD) calibration calculations, determining shutdown boron con-
centrations, determining startup estimated critical conditions, developping operating strategies
for maneuvering through anticipated power changes and displaying precalculated startup and
operations data.

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS WITH RELAPS AND PANBOX/COBRA

Due to the enhanced integration of the code packages used in core design and safety analysis a
new extended code system is available for consistent analyses of the reactor core and the en-
tire nuclear power plant.
Problems or failures can occur in the thermal-hydraulics system, the instrumentation and con-
trol system or in the reactor core. Therefore the interaction between the reactor core and the
power plant is of uppermost importance, for example in reactivity transients which can result
in fast power excursions and finally fuel rod failure.
The linking of the best-estimate plant simulation code RELAP5 and of the three-dimensional
core transient program PANBOX/COBRA - R/P/C in short - enables the simulation and
analysis of complex postulated accident sequences (e.g., rod ejection, steam line break,
ATWS and boron dilution), which are characterized by a significant change in the power dis-
tribution in the reactor core, and by interaction between core and plant.

General Features of the Coupling

The coupling of PANBOX to RELAP5 has been performed via the general Siemens RE-
LAP5-interface package EUMOD in an explicit way. This means that PANBOX is called
once at the end of every RELAP5 time step, without iterating between the solutions of both
codes. For all problems analyzed so far, this coupling procedure has proven to be stable.
Thus, R/P/C has the capabilities of RELAP5 with added ability to calculate space-time kinet-
ics with PAN]30X and thermal margins with COBRA: Plant transients and postulated acci-
dent scenarios may now be calculated realistically using a 3-D neutron-kinetics model. In or-
der to save computing time, one-dimensional or point kinetics models may also be activated
in an adaptive algorithm, using parameters generated automatically from the 3-D solution and
cross section database.
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Validation and Application of RIP/C

The ongoing program to validate the RIP/C code system includes the calculation of interna-
tional benchmarks. For example, the RIP/C results for the LWR "rod ejection" benchmarks
[2,3] and the PWR "uncontrolled rods withdrawal" benchmarks at zero power [4] compare fa-
vorably with the reference solutions obtained by using finer meshes in space and time. Fur-
thermore we are currently participating in the NEA main steam line break benchmark [5].
The current scope of validation is successfully completed by comparisons with measurements
for a rod drop event and for a pump shaft break event.
Though the experience with coupled systems like RIP/C is still limited, in comparison with
the extensive use of the standalone codes RELAP5 and PANBOX, it could already be demon-
strated that the application of coupled codes can reduce uncertainties in the analysis of, e.g.,
boron dilution accidents and cool-down transients with strongly negative moderator tempera-
ture coefficients. RIP/C was successfully used for both these types of accidents.

Benefits of Coupled Analyses

As an example of RIP/C application we consider in this paper a generic steam line break
(SLB) analysis. Conservatively bounding initial and boundary conditions are taken into ac-
count for the neutronics and thermal-hydraulics, e.g. a bounding negative moderator tem-
perature coefficient and a conservative delay for the actuation of main steam line isolation
valves. Tab. 3 presents the comparison between the uncoupled and the coupled SLB analysis.
It illustrates the superiority of the coupled analysis in terms of reduction of conservative as-
sumptions.
The results of our coupled SLB analyses demonstrate that the design limits for minimum
DNBR and maximum fuel centerline temperature are observed with large margins, taking into
account the conservatively bounding nuclear parameters. The consequences for the cycle spe-
cific safety evaluation are that no SLB specific nuclear key safety parameters (NKSP) need to
be verified. Only the general NKSP, e.g. shutdown margin and reactivity coefficients, must be
verified.

Uncoupled analysis Coupled analysis
Coolant temperature at maximum 133.7 OC 160 `C
power during transient
Boron concentration at maximum 0 ppm 90 ppm
power during transient
Maximum nonnalized reactor power 21 _ 0.6 %

Table 3: Coupled and uncoupled Steam Line Break Analysis

PROGRAM SYSTEM FOR HEXAGONAL FUEL LATTICES

Most of the CASCADE-3D components for in-core fuel management and accident analysis
are also available in a hexagonal geometry option and can be applied to the analysis of
VVER-type reactors. The neutronics are based on nodal expansion methods as for the Carte-
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sian geometry and the tlhermal-lhydraulics modules are identical. In particular, the neutron ki-
netics code HEXTIME has the same structure as 1'ANBOX and uses the parallel and/or open
channel methods as implemented in COBRA. The coupling of HEXTIME to the system tran-
sient code RELAP5 is achieved via the same general interface code package as in R/P/C. So
VVER-type nuclear power plant transients and postulated accident scenarios can be simulated
with a 3-D neutron kinetics model.
Similar verification and validation procedures are used as for the western type PWR systems.
As an example, the results of a boron dilution transient analysis are presented in [61. The re-
sults obtained demonstrate that the coupled code system is appropriate for the analysis of
complex plant transients.

CONCLUSIONS

CASCADE-3D is a consistent and comprehensive design tool for the analysis of plant be-
havior under both normal and off-normal operating conditions. CASCADE-3D belongs to the
long tradition of well proven Siemens design tools which have continuously been upgraded
according to the design needs. The basic design principles observed throughout is to map
physics accurately in computations. This extensively benchmarked first principles approach
leads to high prediction quality - and therefore to qualified application - for a large variety of
plants, loading patterns and fuel types. 13y this innovative code system the customers can now
take full advantage of the recent progress in fuel assembly design and in-core fuel manage-
ment.
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